
Supported by Groupe Lacasse products and seating solutions, the 
CIDE computer centre and library has become the hub of academic 
life on campus.

Santa Fe, Mexico

CIDECIDE
CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION

Y DOCENCIA ECONOMICAS



                         As a centre of research and exploration, 
      CIDE wanted to create an environment that
was comfortable for long-periods of study, aesthetically inspiring for
brainstorming, yet highly durable to last decades.

  

APPLICATION
- CIDE Computer and
  Library Centre

SUMMARY

SCOPE
- 172 workstations, 
  plus meeting rooms

PRODUCTS
- Lacasse Pangram 
- Lacasse Concept 400e 
- Lacasse Concept 2001 
- Groupe Lacasse 
  Educational Furniture 
  (Circulation Desks, Teachers Desks, 
   Carrels and Tables) 
- United Chair 4800 Seating 
- United Chair 90's Seating
- United Chair FreeStyle Seating 

TEAM
- Dealer Representative: High Density
- Design Firm: MN Proyecto y 
  Construccion, S.A.

OBJECTIVE  /

                                                       Backed by its
       vast experi-
ence creating product for the educational market, Groupe Lacasse,
along with its dealer representative High Density in Mexico City, 
proposed user-friendly furniture and seating solutions featuring 
highly durable fabrics and finishes to maximize the comfort of 
students and staff over the long-term.

Because Groupe Lacasse and High Density were able to provide 
an integrated solution, CIDE was able to take advantage of higher 
quality furniture and benefit from a more streamlined installation 
process overall.
 

GROUPE LACASSE SOLUTION  /

                      Groupe Lacasse and High Density brought
   to life an interior design concept that invites 
users of CIDE to explore, experiment and become excited as they 
engage new information and learning experiences. Ample work–
spaces are flexible to accommodate the needs of the modern student 
well into the future.

RESULTS  /

CIDE

CLIENT QUOTE
“CIDE chose Groupe Lacasse after visiting a former client, the 
ITAM, where we saw how the Groupe Lacasse furniture withstood 
use in a much larger library. We were also impressed by the fav-
orable comments we heard from ITAM’s librarian regarding Groupe
Lacasse’s customer service. Groupe Lacasse didn’t disappoint. 
Their product has provided us with flexibility, durability and quality — 
along with attractive, clean design.”

DEALER QUOTE
“The facility was quite dated, and the furniture had simply stopped 
supporting CIDE’s people. Personnel were having to adapt their 
work habits to the furniture — instead the furniture adapting to 
their needs..  Now, the new building and furniture work together 
to meet the real-life requirements of a busy library.” 

TERESA MYSCICH

Library Director

OSCAR GOMEZ

General Director and owner of
High Density Solutions

1.888.522.2773
www.groupelacasse.com


